
Concluding remarks on animal studies:

There has been showen that non tumorous tissue with impaired blood supply can be left in animals 
without causing serious adverse effects. Described changes in targeted tissue follow the same pattern 
in FD (Kopsky, Tumor devascularisation; Fortyn K., 1987, Morphology) and non FD oriented research 
(Thompson RL, 1908; Troell A.,1916;  Sahin M , 2000; Griffiths J. , 1895; Awasum C A, 2008) and tumorous 
and non tumorous tissue. Arterial and venous occlusion is followed on the macroscopical level at first 
by swelling followed by shrinking and eventually by fibrous replacement of the tissue. Fibrous 
replacement has been confirmed on microscopical level as well. This process seems to be species 
independent at least in mammals and birds (Kopsky, 2010; Fortyn K., 1987; Thompson RL, 1908; Troell 
A.,1916;  Sahin M , 2000; Griffiths J., 1895; Awasum C A, 2008).
Partial tissue fibrousis can be also caused by selective occlussion of lymph vessels as been 
demonstrated by Zhang in rat kidneys. (Zhang Taoyan, Disturbance) Fibrous replacement can be 
impaired by presence of collateral circulation as being proposed by Troell in the case of dog´s spleen. 
(Troell, 1916). There has been reported preservation of testicular tissue in dogs in some cases by 
Griffiths (Griffiths, 1895) and ovary in bitches reported by Awasum (Awasum, 2008)
It can be suppossed that reproductive tissue is more resistent to fibrous degeneration so there is 
especially needed complet occlussion of lymph and blood circulation which can be guaranteed by 
ligating hole tissue as been propossed by Morgan in the case of hens testes (Morgan, 1920) Probably 
the most interesting finding is the possibility of leaving ligated colon in situ even in the presence of 
bacterias in the lumen as being reported in pigs (Kopsky, 2010). Prompt transmural migration of 
endotoxine to system circulation from ligated colon was reported by Papa. Endotoxine enters system 
circulation as soon as 30 minut after colon devascularisation in dogs. (M.Papa, 1983) Proper 
examination of stoll can be therefore recommanded prior to any attempt of colon ligation.
There has been showen that ischemia injury of tumor tissue left in animal body do not cause serious 
adverse health impacts in studied animals (Kopsky, 2010; Fortyn K., 1987; Thompson RL, 1908; Troell 
A.,1916;  Sahin M , 2000; Griffiths J., 1895; Awasum C A, 2008) and that products originated out of 
ischemia tumor tissue are capable to cause local cure of tumor (Kamijo, 2002) and even reduce 
number of distinct metastases in non FD connected research (Denekamp J, 1983). 
Different effectivness between pig and rat model of FD animal model (Horak V., 2008) can be explained 
by differences in species immune systems or by different intrinsic tumor immonogenity since different 
types of tumors were used or by contribution of both of these factors. 
Nevertheless HSPs induced immunity pathway seems to be of special importance in arrangement anti-
cancer effect of FD in both of this animal models. Vitiligo is reported as an adverse effect in melanoma 
pig model (Horak V., 1999).
There is a possibility that  not only melanomas but all melonocytes undergo some kind of genetic 
transformation in FD pig animal model and that activated immune systém do react to it. On the other 
hand induced autoimmune response can be an explanation too. There has been described cross 
reaction among melanoma cells and melanocytes in mice model. Melanomas reduction was induced by 
killing  melanocytes in the presence of high level of HSP70. (Sanchez-Perez L, 2006) 
These supports the importance of HSP pathway in FD but also indicates possibility of antigen cross 
activation in the same cell lines. The more over local vitiligo has been described in connected with the 
process of spontaneous melanoma regression supporting possibility of antigen cross activation in 
melanoma and melanocytes. (Papac JP. 1996) Changes in flow cytometry in FD treated and non treated 
MeLiM pigs do indicated possibility of change in Th polarity of immune response in favour to Th1. 
(Horak V., 2008).
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